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The Nevada Department of Corrections (NDOC) reports that on Friday, February 9, 2018, at approximately 3:45 AM, Inmate Gregory L. Dicus, #52206, died at the Regional Medical Facility inside Northern Nevada Correctional Center in Carson City, Nevada. Dicus, a 66 year old male, was committed from Clark County on October 12, 1998. He was serving 14 Consecutive sentences including; two sentences of 10 years to Life with Possibility of Parole for Sexual Assault Victim under 16, six Consecutive sentences of 6 years each for Lewdness with a Minor, and six Consecutive sentences of 12 years each for Child Abuse with Substantial Bodily Harm. The Carson City Sheriff’s Office Coroner responded. An autopsy will be scheduled per NRS 209.3815. After an exhaustive search NDOC staff members were unable to locate next of kin for inmate Dicus. Anyone with information concerning the location of a family member, please call 775-887-3309.
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